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Show Description:   
What if your spouse or partner told you they wanted to sleep with a co-worker? But 
first, they wanted you to have sex with someone else, so you would feel assured and 
experience that they still loved and cherished you? What if you were titillated by the 
idea, but your moral upbringing and fear of loss shout, ”No Way!?!” What about 
commitment? How would you deal with jealousy? What if you have children living at 
home? What would you tell your parents? 
 
These questions, and how they relate to Progressive Love, will be answered by my 
guests, Kenya K and Carl Stevens, married for 16 years and raising three children. 
They are founders of The Progressive Love Movement, based on the understanding 
that relationships are school for profound spiritual growth, and everything in our 
lives is a reflection of who we are. With a failing 55% divorce rate, this pair is sure 
we need new alternatives, and are here to explore the possibilities for mature, 
sexually, emotionally, and spiritually fulfilling relationships. 
 
 
Guest Bios: 
Kenya K. and Carl Stevens help people create harmonious relationships and achieve 
life desires. They are best-selling authors, she of Change Your Man, and he of Tame 
Your Woman. In addition to academic degrees, they were formally trained in yoga, 
breathing, meditation, and metaphysical thought for over ten years, which informs 
their unique coaching style. In 2005, they founded JujuMama, LLC. Using the skills 
and service they refined coaching couples and saving marriages, The "Progressive 
Love Movement" was launched in 2010. 
 
They believe Progressive Love can save the modern relationship. With a failing 55% 
divorce rate, the pair is sure we need new alternatives. Creator of "The 30 Minute 
Orgasm," "Gender Harmonics" and the "Three Way Mirror Process" for couples, the 
Stevens embrace the humanity in us all and bring an expanded view of love to the 
lives of millions suffering from unfulfilling relationships. Married 16 years, they live 
between North Carolina and Manhattan raising three children. 
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Welcome to Extatica: The Way to an Erotic, Ecstatic Love Life. Your host is Ellen 
Eatough, the Soulful Sex Coach. Our program will take you beyond the sex you have 
been experiencing and open up a whole new world of intimacy. You've got a lot to 
learn today, so let's get started. Here is Ellen Eatough. 
 
Ellen Eatough: What if your spouse or partner told you they wanted to sleep with 
a co-worker? But first, they wanted you to have sex with someone else, they wanted 
you to have sex with someone else, so you would feel assured and experience that 
they still loved and cherished you? And what if you were titillated by the idea, but 
your moral upbringing and fear of loss shouted, "No way! No way!"? What about 
commitment? How would you deal with jealousy? What if you have children living at 
home? What would you tell your parents if, God forbid, they found out?  
 
Now, the reason I asked these provocative questions is because they bring up some 
of the most in-your-face issues that a couple on a conscious relationship might deal 
with. But more than that, I want to focus today on how a spiritual perspective on 
relationships in general can support us in dealing with anything that comes up as 
long as we realize that it's all about growth, and everything that comes up is a 
reflection of something inside us. We may not like it, but it's inside us nonetheless. 
So more on that later.  
 
My guests today are Kenya K and Carl Stevens. I first learned of them and their work 
when we all did programs in one of Cassandra Herbert's telesummits. I was really 
impressed with how they simplified the spiritual perspective on relationships that we 
share and their very tangible and practical approach, which they call progressive love, 
really makes it very relatable, in my opinion. Then when I was researching their 
work for this show, I discovered they practice a polyamorous lifestyle. So that just 
made it much more interesting especially because I frequently get questions from 
my audience about difficulty with monogamy or an interest in exploring open relating. 
 
So welcome, Kenya K and Carl Stevens. 
 
Kenya K Stevens: Thank you. How are you, Ellen? 
 
Carl Stevens:  Thank you for having us on. Thank you.  
 
KS: Great. Just really, really glad to be here.  
 
Now, the Stevens really walk their talk. The questions I asked a moment ago are 
actually from their personally story which we'll discuss in a moment. But Kenya and 
Carl, I was interested in you not because you have a successful open marriage but 
because you seem to be engaging in something much larger and are using your 
marriage and extended relationships as a venue for exploring that.  
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For a little more formal background on what these folks have been doing here, Kenya 
and Carl help people create harmonious relationships and achieve life desires. 
They're bestselling authors. She wrote Change Your Man, and he wrote Tame Your 
Woman. In addition to their academic degrees, they were formally trained in yoga, 
breathing, meditation, and metaphysical thought for over 10 years, which informs 
their unique coaching style.  
 
In 2005, they founded JujuMama LLC. Using the skills and service that they've been 
providing couples over the years in helping save marriages, they then launched the 
Progressive Love Movement in 2010. They believe progressive love can save the 
modern relationship. With the failing 55% divorce rate, this pair is sure that we need 
new alternatives and bring an expanded view of love to the people. In the lives of 
millions, people have unfulfilling relationships. They've been married for 16 years, I 
guess it is. They live in North Carolina and also Manhattan, go back and forth; raising 
three children who I understand are grade school, middle and high schools, so you 
got the whole range there. 
 
So let's start with -- well, first of all, before we get into progressive love -- no, let's 
start with progressive love. Can you tell us what that is? I understand you have four 
principles. Either one of you, just dive right in. 
 
CS:  Okay. Well, thank you and thanks for having us on. That's a beautiful 
introduction.  
 
Progressive love is just like what you said; it's a way to view relationships, it's a way 
to view your life, and it's a personal empowerment mechanism. The four principles I 
think you were alluding to earlier are, one, there are no victims and no villains in any 
part of our lives or relationships. There are also no shaming and no blaming in 
relationships. And then there's also no copping out and no dropping out. The fourth 
principle is understanding the purpose of growth and the benefit is love.  
 
So when you live within those principles, you're able to see vast improvements, not 
only in your personal power but in the success and efficiency and love within your 
relationship.  
 
EE:  Great. Lovely. This is very much in sync with -- you might consider a different 
perspective on the same thing. It's only the same perspective from a different 
approach. This comes from Jose Stevens, a shamanic practitioner and teacher and 
author whose work I follow; and he says it this way, and I think it's pretty much the 
same thing only you have it a little more succinct. He says, "Nothing can make," this 
is about no blaming, no shaming, no victim -- that whole thing. He says, "Nothing 
can make us feel a certain way unless we already feel that way somewhere inside us. 
For example, that guy makes me angry because I have anger in me. That woman 
makes me sad because I have sadness in me. Or that place scares me because I 
have fear in me. I attracted it to me through resonance. Therefore, the first order of 
business is to see that and stop the process of blaming and instead take 
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responsibility for everything that happens." He says this is a real road to power and 
the alternative is the royal road to victimization and that is just no fun.  
 
KS:  Yes, that's exactly what progressive love is about except we did it in four 
phrases that people can remember. 
 
EE:  That's what I like about what you did. You got those four things. Say it again. 
 
KS:  No shame, no blame, no cop-outs, no dropouts, and the purpose is growth. We 
need people to commit that to memory because it's a challenge when you're in a 
relationship and everything is hitting the fan and you want to go on to autopilot to 
how you always respond. We like progressive love process because you remember 
those principles because they're like a Dr. Seuss medley.  
 
EE:  That's very good. I like that. It is memorable. Now, I want you to explain these 
principles a little more deeply. But before we get into that, I just want to refer to 
something that was in your intro and that is I have to say that the title -- I'm sure 
you've got a good reason for this -- but the tiles of your books, Change your Man 
and Tame Your Woman, they kind of make the hair in the back o my neck stand up 
because it sounds kind of out of sync with what you're saying. Change is like to do it 
to somebody else, just tame somebody. 
 
KS:  Isn't that great? 
 
EE:  I know. It is great so I know you've got a good answer. I just don’t know what 
it is yet. 
 
KS:  I'm going to have Carl explain the cover to his book, but the title to my book 
Change Your Man is very simple. You have to change your inner man in order to 
bring out your femininity. You have to sit that man down because in this culture, we 
women have learned masculine principles. We've learned how to be the leader and 
the warrior -- 
 
EE:  Oh, yes, too well we've learned them, yes. 
 
KS:  Yeah, we learned them in school. The book is about how to sit that man down, 
that inner man, change him, get him straight and so that your femininity can arise 
and that actually will in turn change your partner's behavior. When you change your 
behavior, you change your partner's behavior. 
 
EE:  I could vouch for that.  
 
CS:  Yes. The same thing goes for Tame Your Woman. I mean when we say "tame 
your woman," who are we talking about? We're talking about a man's inner woman. 
What women need to understand and many don't understand this as well is that 
based on how we're raised especially in modern culture, there tends to be a lack of 
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masculine influence in our life that's positive. So for example, in schools most of the 
teachers are women and many households especially in certain communities like the 
African American community, you might have up to 70% of all households are 
single-parent households. So you're missing that masculine element. So what 
happens as we grow and develop, that feminine becomes a major part of who we are 
as men. But it's not a balanced feminine nature; it's out of balance.  
 
So what I'm telling men to do in my book Tame Your Woman is tame that inner 
feminine. She's to be put in check and stop bringing her to the forefront of your 
relationships because your wife or girlfriend, she's looking for your masculine 
element. She wants to integrate and love the masculine in you. She's going to need 
that in order for there to be stability in the relationship. So I'm telling men to tame 
that woman. When he does that, he'll start to see changes profoundly in himself and 
within his relationships.  
 
EE:  Oh, I love your answers. Wonderful. I can't wait to read your books now. Your 
answers, yeah, right, I knew they would be in line with this progressive love 
perspective. I just couldn’t imagine from those titles so they're very provocative. 
Good job! 
 
KS:  Thank you.  
 
EE:  So were you doing this progressive love or at least even if you hadn’t named it 
yet, were you approaching your marriage from this perspective and maybe even 
working in your business with other couples with this perspective before you started 
exploring, becoming sexually intimate with other people? 
 
KS:  Well, yes. We weren’t always working this in our marriage because we got 
married young. We've been married for 19 years. I got married when I was 21. So I 
didn’t know how to be a wife. I didn’t know how to be a mother. I didn't know that 
those things were separate from just being what I learned to be in college, which is a 
worker. So I didn’t know. I didn't know anything about how a relationship should 
work to be harmonious.  
 
EE:  Who does at that age? Yeah, who does at any age? Not most people.  
 
KS:  Well, you should need to know that before you get married. There should be 
high school classes and college classes on how to relate. 
 
EE:  The most important things in life we don’t learn in school. 
 
KS:  Absolutely. So that's the thing. We want progressively relating before we 
opened our relationship and that's very important. We don’t advise anyone to open 
their relationship unless they know how to relate or at least know the purpose of a 
relationship. So we lived that reality for many years before we opened, 12 years.  
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EE:  So how do you recommend a person get started with this progressive love and 
bring it up with their partner, since that's obviously the first step? If they want to 
explore progressive love, how would you suggest they bring it up? 
 
CS:  The good thing about progressive love is you can practice it within your current 
relationship structure paradigm. So if you're in an exclusive relationship or 
polygynous or polyamorous, whatever it is, you can still practice progressive love. 
The best way to approach it is to start to read our material, read the blogs because 
it's going to take a minute to adjust your mindset around a complete 100% 
accountability mindset, which is the only way you can be 100% empowered as a 
person. So you have to start to switch that viewpoint from "Oh, somebody is doing 
something to me and I'm a victim" to "No, I create my life and I'm empowered to 
change it and live it the way I desire, the way I want." 
 
So once you start to change your mindset, through reading our posts and being a 
part of our groups, then you can start to actually get into some of the material more 
deeply. Take a class on sexuality. We have an “i2 Tantra” class. Take a class on 
gender harmonics, which talks about the energies of the masculine and the feminine. 
Take a class on progressive relating. So we want people to take their time to be 
patient with themselves and be patient with their partners, and do not approach 
open relating as the primary reason or what we're about, because it's not. That 
comes down the line, once honesty is in your heart, once you trust yourself and your 
partner, et cetera.  
 
EE:  Yes. Start dealing with your partner leaving their clothes on the floor or being 
late before you start dealing with really explosive issues, potentially explosive issues 
you're suggesting, right? Do I have that right?  
 
KS:  Yes, that's exactly it. Most people are not really ready to move into an open 
relationship because they haven’t yet understood the purpose of their primary 
relationship. They don’t know why they are there. They don’t know the opportunities 
that their partner is providing with those socks on the floor and the dishes left 
unclean. 
 
EE:  So can you give an example? Using one of those examples, can you just speak 
a little more about creating your own reality and not blaming or not shaming or 
being the victim of your partner's actions? 
 
KS:  Sure. Let's talk about it from two perspectives. Let's talk about it from the 
mirror perspective, and let's talk about it from the proclivity perspective. So from the 
mirror perspective, if my partner is leaving his or her socks on the floor, then clearly 
we have to first look at it as how is that a reflection of me? What is it that I do that 
may be lax? Why do I have a problem with that person and their socks? Oh, is it 
because I don’t like that they're lazy? Okay, is that something I also don’t like about 
myself?  
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You have to start to look at your relationship as your partner is your mirror. Your 
mate is your mirror -- another Dr. Seuss medley. Once you can do that, that's the 
only way you can love your partner. If you can't see yourself in all of your partner's 
behaviors, then you're going to blame them for those behaviors. You won't 
understand those behaviors, and you don’t have love with your partner.  
 
EE:  Exactly. So seeing that in yourself first. Look it in the mirror. 
 
KS:  Yes. And the second piece, if you want to go further, is to look at the gender 
understanding. What is my role as a man in this relationship? What is my role as a 
female in this relationship, and how do I go about expressing myself as a woman? 
Does a woman use force? Does a woman use physicality? Is that a feminine 
approach to getting this man to pick up his socks? What is the feminine approach? 
And utilizing that and learning your feminine or learning your masculine. 
 
CS:  Yes, that's important. Kenya and I, we don’t tell women or men to be in the 
feminine or be in the masculine. It's up to you what you want to do. You can be a 
man and be well within your feminine and be a woman and be within your masculine 
and you all can relate together. However, what we do propose and we want people 
to understand is that it's important for you to understand that there is a masculine 
and there is a feminine and that based on how you function in the relationship, you 
will get the complementary action from your partner.  
 
So if you want to a woman and be in your masculine, I think that's beautiful. But 
then don’t get mad at your husband when he's not taking a leadership role in the 
house, a leadership role and et cetera, et cetera because you're playing that role. So 
we just want to educate people about the choices out there that once you 
understand what the masculine and the feminine is and how those components play 
against each other and with each other, then you can choose what you want for 
yourself and learn how to actually do it.  
 
EE:  Yeah. I actually want to get into that a little more because I think what women 
tend to do when they try to get into their feminine sometimes and not take overt 
action in the masculine is they go toward manipulation which is sort of the negative 
side of that feminine dynamic.  
 
CS:  Exactly. That's the thing. We have to understand first that we are all powerful 
people. We are extremely powerful. Whether we wield that power consciously or not, 
we are wielding that power. So as a man and a woman or two partners in a 
relationship, we are equally powerful. We have equal ability to influence our reality, 
equal ability to have an impact in each other's lives. If we choose to wield that power 
in a "negative way" like you alluded to earlier, then it still wouldn’t wield in that 
power, even if we think we are doing it in a positive way.  
 
If we think our intentions are pure, we need to understand fully what we're doing. A 
lot of times we'd have the right intention. We want to fix our relationship but we 
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tend to utilize our power correctly. Being a passive-aggressive in a relationship is 
very hurtful. It's a form of abuse. It's a form of mental abuse, which is just as 
impactful as physical abuse.  
 
EE:  It certainly is. So let's get back to more of this after -- we have to take a short 
break right now, but I want to come back to that.  
 
So this is Ellen Eatough and my guests are Kenya and Carl Stevens. You're listening 
to Extatica: The Way to an Erotic, Ecstatic Love Life on the VoiceAmerica 7th Wave 
Channel. A couple of days after the live broadcast, you can get downloads of the 
show and show transcripts at extatica.com/show. So stay tuned for more on 
progressive love and polyamory.  
 
[Commercial Break] 
 
This is Extatica: The Way to an Erotic, Ecstatic Love Life. Do you have questions or 
comments for Ellen Eatough or her guests? Call in live at 1-866-472-5795 or send an 
email to radioshow@extatica.com. Now back to the program. 
 
EE:  Welcome back. This is Ellen Eatough on Extatica with my guests Kenya and Carl 
Stevens discussing progressive love and polyamory.  
 
Now before we went to break, Carl had just gotten into a discussion about certain 
behaviors, certain dynamics can actually be mentally and emotionally abusive. So I 
wanted to ask relating to one of your principles of progressive love, which you said is 
no copouts and no dropouts, I'm guessing that means that you don’t just leave 
because the going is getting tough. Is that right? 
 
KS:  That's right more or less. Copping out means you stay and you just aren’t 
going to work on yourself. You chalked it up to a loss, but you're just going to stay 
anyway. 
 
EE:  That's really oppressive and that's like prison sentence, yeah.  
 
KS:  Right. That happens a lot.  
 
EE:  It sure does.  
 
KS:  Dropping out means that you just are going to leave. You feel that there's 
nothing that can be done, and you just want to try to hate the person because it's 
just too painful to be there. You break up and you force yourself to hate the person. 
Those are two things that we really do not condone because the heart needs to 
always stay open. So copping out and dropping out means closing your heart. That's 
all it really means. When you close your heart, then you're no good for the next one 
anyway because the thing is that we don’t like for individuals to file any relationship 
as a disappointment. Do you understand what that means? 
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EE:  Oh, I totally do but please tell the audience. 
 
KS:  Right. Filing a relationship as a disappointment means I broke up with my 
partner because he cheated on me. That man disappointed me. I broke up with my 
wife because she wouldn’t cook dinner, and she wasn’t being a housewife. She 
disappointed me. If you file a love relationship as a disappointment then you can 
expect more and more of that behavior in the future from your new partner because 
it becomes your focus. 
 
EE:  Absolutely. Because you haven’t cleaned up what's being mirrored inside you. 
You're just going to attract that same sort of thing. 
 
So with that context, let me ask you this; do you think that some relationships just 
have an expiration date, maybe what needed to be learned together has actually 
been completed? Or on a different scenario, say, perhaps in an abusive relationship -
- getting back to what Carl was discussion before the break -- where maybe the 
lesson, whether it's emotionally or physically abusive, maybe the lesson was self-
love and the most loving action to be taken is to leave the relationship especially if 
the other person is not consciously on the same page regarding wanting to take a 
spiritual perspective or having that growth perspective. 
 
KS:  Right. Well, for us relationships never end. There is no end or expiration to a 
relationship because why? The person is always where? In your mind.  
 
EE:  That's right. 
 
KS:  You can leave and go to Alaska and they are in the other side of the world. 
They're still in your mind. You're still relating to them through your memories, which 
are real because there is only now. So when we say don’t cop out or drop out, we're 
saying keep love open for every person you've ever loved. There should always be 
that love. Now, if you guys don’t live in the same physical house, oh, well, it doesn’t 
matter. If you no longer want to make love with that person, great. Whatever you 
want to do to transition the relationship such that you feel comfortable, that's great. 
But when you chalk it up as a disappointment or you try to hate a person or you 
force your heart to close, then you can expect to have some serious troubles in your 
love life.  
 
EE:  Well put. Good point. Okay. Thank you. Let's get onto your personal story. Let's 
get into this polyamorous realm now. Can you tell us your personal story of how you 
evolved into this open relating situation and how these progressive love principles 
supported you in this? 
 
CS:  Yeah. I think for us there were a couple of important factors that worked. One 
thing that Kenya and I had at our marriage is really good communication in terms of 
we're able to be open and honest about how we felt about a number of things. 
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Number two; we also realized that we needed relationship support so we had 
individual counselors and marriage counselors in our lives the first 10 years of our 
marriage because we wanted to make sure we had a solid foundation.  
 
EE:  Did you say the first two years or first 10 years? 
 
CS:  First 10 years.  
 
EE:  Okay, good.  
 
CS:  That's a prerequisite for probably most marriages and relationships no matter 
what relationship it is. It could be business or marriage or whatever, but you need 
somebody to really help you get past the initial bumps so that you can navigate this 
efficiently. But the two events that happened, one, Kenya had a genuine feeling of 
love for another man. When she had this feeling of love, she was able to bring it to 
me. She's able to bring it to her counselor and our marriage counselor. We were able 
to talk about it and process it.  
 
A number of years later, probably four or five years later, I had the same experience, 
a genuine feeling of love for another woman. Again, I was able to bring it to Kenya 
and we talked about it. We actually were able to discuss for over a two-year period 
like what is this? Why do we have these feelings? Let's talk about what to do with it, 
et cetera, et cetera. Along that journey that's when we discovered tantra, and we got 
into it more formally. That's when one of our teachers, Shantam Nityama, which I 
think you've interviewed on the show, told us about the feminine nature and the 
masculine nature. It helped us understand why we had the feelings we had and how 
to approach it. Eventually, we decided to open our relationship and that's how we got 
there.  
 
EE:  All right. Can you say a little more about why you had those feelings that you 
had? Because I'm sure people are wondering like, "Well, if you had love for 
somebody else, what about your love for each other?" 
 
KS:  Well, yeah, we learned -- I have never been a person who believed that if I 
love one person intimately that I can't love another person at the same time. Even in 
high school I had the feeling of love for many boys at the same time. I love all my 
children. I have three teenagers. I love them all.  
 
EE:  Yeah, I know. I don’t know why people think they can love their children 
equally, and yet they can only love one other person intimately in terms of romance 
relationship. 
 
KS:  Well, it's programming; years of watching western television. There's nothing 
wrong with it, but that's the model that they set forth in the media which is the 
predominant force behind how we get programmed to know what love is.  
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EE:  Of course, the more research has been coming out like the book The Dawn of 
Sex and other research about our nature so to speak.  
 
KS:  Right. We know now that human beings are not a monogamous species. A 
monogamous species only have sex when the woman is in her fertile period. A 
monogamous species, the male and the female are of the same height and body size 
and weight. 
 
EE:  Oh, that's interesting.  
 
KS:  A monogamous species does not have females with protruding breasts and 
things that call men.  
 
EE:  Interesting.  
 
KS:  So there're a lot of physiological standards that would let us know that we're 
clearly not a monogamous species. But I don’t know; we've just been programmed 
to believe that we are and that ruins a lot of marriages. Fifty-five percent of 
marriages fail. Sixty-six percent of those married today are experiencing adulterous 
affairs. Eighty-five percent of those married today said that they would have sex with 
somebody else if their partner could never find out. So we have an issue here.  
 
EE:  We do have an issue. That's well put.  
 
KS:  That's a big issue.  
 
EE:  Of course, some of those marriages are ending because of the reasons we 
discussed earlier. They're kind of complete and they're moving on, but probably not 
a very large percentage.  
 
CS:  I think you can always tell how a marriage ends. When people are friends and 
they're able to really even have great conversation and even intimacy going forward 
and there's no hard feelings, then yeah, that could be what we call a transition of a 
relationship, and that's perfectly fine. Nothing stays the same. People think the in 
love feeling is going to last forever, and I'm going to be passionately in love with this 
person forever. That’s not how it works. Love matures.  
 
Over time you go from the crush feelings and the in-love-ness to choosing love and 
being there for your partner, being a true friend and actually liking, supporting and 
respecting this person on a higher level. Yeah, if you're going to say that we should 
no longer be married because the marriage represented something different when 
we got married and we can't transfer that to something else, then fine; you can go 
ahead and transition the marriage. But like you said, most marriage and 
relationships end because people are angry and upset and hurt. That's what we're 
trying to help people understand that they don’t have to go down that path.  
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EE:  That would be a huge service. So let me ask you about how bonding and 
attachment with other people plays into this scenario because science has shown 
that oxytocin and vasopressin and seminal fluid can give feelings of deep attachment.  
 
You probably know of Helen Fisher's work. She's a biological anthropologist and 
author of a number of books that she wrote including Why We Love and Why Him? 
Why Her? She says that casual sex is rarely casual. There are some really basic 
biological chemicals that get stimulated. She says fondling the genitals stimulates 
the production of dopamine, the brain chemical associated with feelings of intense 
romantic love. And just after organism you get a spurt of norepinephrine too, that's 
closely related to chemicals associated with energy and acceleration and focused 
attention. 
 
So when you have sex with somebody outside your primary relationship or even 
somebody you hardly know, you can stimulate this powerful neural juices and this 
biochemical process can actually push you toward feelings of passion and romantic 
love. She's saying also that flood of oxytocin and vasopressin are the cuddle 
chemicals associated with attachment so you can get really deep feelings of union 
with another person. She's actually recommending that -- or she talks about how 
people like younger people who are single sometimes, she thinks, they 
subconsciously or unconsciously are attracted to somebody and have sex on the first 
meeting just to stimulate those feelings of bonding.  
 
So how does this play into the risk factor, I might ask, when one of you sleeps with 
somebody else? 
 
KS:  Sure. First of all, we don’t believe in casual sex. We would agree with that 
author that sex is never casual. It does bring about bonding, and it does bring about 
deep union and connection. Secondly, we believe that human beings are supposed to 
be deeply bonding and connecting. We believe that as human beings, the only way 
we can survive without fangs and the only way we survive without having venomous 
poison in our bodies that kill bigger animals than us is because we live in community 
where we are supposed to be living in community.  
 
So the idea that we are going to bond with somebody if we have sex with them 
would create several bonds and several bonds create community. Right now we're 
seeing a fall in our communities. We no longer bonded. We can't go next door and 
borrow sugar. We can't look around and find support in our friends. We can't even 
tell our friends what we're really going through. We can't be authentic with each 
other. Why? Because the human population is no longer bonding together. We're 
choosing to bond with a couple, and we're creating nuclear families that fail.  
 
EE:  And a lot of isolation, I might add. 
 
KS:  It's a lot of isolation. We cannot raise our children. One woman and one man 
cannot raise three children. I have three children without the support of my friends 
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and my family. I really need to have even more deep bonds with more men and 
more women. It takes a village. So that mechanism of bonding from sex is very 
useful for humans if we weren’t so afraid of it. 
 
EE:  Yeah.  
 
KS:  Right? 
 
EE:  Oh, absolutely. Yeah, absolutely. And of course -- 
 
KS:  What if you had five men who felt responsible for your children? 
 
EE:  Wouldn’t that be wonderful? 
 
KS:  Yes. And why wouldn’t your husband want that? What if he dies? Why wouldn’t 
he want five men who felt absolutely bonded to you and your children? That's what 
all the men want. And that's what a smart woman wants.  
 
EE:  That's what a true alpha man -- 
 
KS:  And I would want more women bonded to my husband because what if I can't 
cook? What if I am sick? I'm a cancer survivor. What if when I was down with cancer 
for a year and a half, there was no one in there to take care of my babies? 
 
EE:  What a great example.  
 
KS:  Why wouldn’t I want that? Why do we want to live in isolation?  
 
EE:  Well, it's because it's a very small perspective. 
 
KS:  It works for us.  
 
EE:  So how do you deal -- I mean this is such a great description of the needs that 
we have and aren’t being met in our culture by and large. But then again on the 
personal level, as you know, people I'm sure people in your groups and so forth 
come up with the issues about how do you deal with jealousy? How do you deal with 
the fear of loss? I know people who have ended up splitting up because one of the 
partners developed a deeper relationship with somebody else even though the idea 
was to just expand their relationships rather than change them.  
 
CS:  Well, yeah, I mean the fact of the matter is we have to deal with jealousy. But 
jealousy doesn’t just affect relationships. It affects our entire life. But we have to 
understand, what is jealousy? Really what is it? When you look at it for basically 
what it is, it's essentially a fear based on scarcity. Jealousy is really brought out 
primarily in this capitalistic structure that we live in. It's fear that we won't have 
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something that we think we need so we project these thoughts of not having it; and 
then we incorporate that feeling of that image, that future image that will probably 
never come to pass and that's what jealousy actually is. It's based on scarcity.  
 
In progressive love we don’t believe in the concept of scarcity unless it's what you 
want to create for yourself. There's no need for scarcity. There's no need to think 
that you're not going to have something. When we talk about jealousy from a 
modern relationship perspective, we really come out of jealousy within a lack of love. 
We want to feel special and wanted and needed. But you have to understand you are 
special, you are wanted, you are needed, and you have to realize that within yourself 
first like actually realize it.  
 
Many people say, "Yeah, we understand what you're talking about, Carl." But do you 
actually feel it in your heart to the point where you can actually practice compersion 
which is the opposite of jealousy, which is you pouring out love, not expecting 
anything back in return. We have to learn this or relearn this as human beings. It 
used to be a part of who we were. Scientists have done experiments to show that we 
much prefer to love others and give to others as opposed to feel jealousy or anger or 
resentment.  
 
EE:  Absolutely. It's much bigger.  
 
CS:  It's very real and we have to deal with this. That's primarily one of the things 
we do in our practice is helping people through it.  
 
EE:  That's great. I suppose you also deal with something that we'll have to probably 
take up after the break, but that is the desire to feel like you are your partner's best 
lover. I mean that's something that goes really deep to the heart of, I suppose, 
people's insecurity is that they want to be the best lover to their partner but not 
everybody can be your best lover. Of course, people can be different kinds of lovers. 
But for the moment we're going to have to take our last break, and we'll come back 
and get to that topic before we move on to the others. 
 
This is Ellen Eatough with my guests Kenya and Carl Stevens on Extatica. When we 
come back, if you have a question, call in to the live show and we'll discuss it. Call 
866-472-5795. So we'll be right back. 
 
[Commercial Break] 
 
This is Extatica: The Way to an Erotic, Ecstatic Love Life. Do you have questions or 
comments for Ellen Eatough or her guests? Call in live at 1-866-472-5795 or send an 
email to radioshow@extatica.com. Now back to the program. 
 
EE:  Welcome back. This is Ellen Eatough discussing progressive love and polyamory 
with Kenya K and Carl Stevens.  
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So before we broke, we were discussing jealousy. It was very well explained by Carl, 
but then there's this piece that I think is the hardest one for people to deal with and 
that is the desire to be -- I know it comes from a selfish perspective -- but the desire 
to be your partner's -- at least your primary partner's best lover or their favorite 
lover. How do you deal with that? 
 
KS:  You want to be the best doctor or the best lawyer or the best student or 
whatever. Those things are contrived ideas. There is only one Ellen. There's one Ellen 
on this planet and only Ellen can deliver sexually, mentally, emotionally, spiritually 
what Ellen delivers. So we work with our clients to help them understand that your 
partner can have a thousand lovers, but there will not be another you. What's the 
chemistry with you and your partner? He will not have that chemistry anywhere else 
on the planet ever. That's really the only way to understand how to insecurity and 
jealousy.  
 
But one thing we need to talk about is envy because one thing that we think of when 
we think of women, "Oh, they're so jealous. Oh, they're so jealous." I found that I 
wasn’t jealous when my husband had another partner. I was envious.  
 
EE:  Oh, in what way? 
 
KS:  I was envious because he felt so free. As a woman in this culture, after the 
witch-hunt, after women can be stoned in the streets for having sex outside of her 
marriage, after all of those years of trauma, in my cellular memory I couldn’t 
understand how he could feel free enough to do this. I was envious of him for that.  
 
EE:  Speaking of freedom, I just have to say I've read your blog and I want to tell 
people about jujumamablog.com because your old post on your -- it was the equinox 
post, the Yes Yes Yes Ritual. It was so inspiring. I have to just say I loved it.  
 
KS:  Good.  
 
EE:  And it speaks to that freedom and the trust and the willingness to be open and 
receive. I think that's a little bit of what you're speaking to right now. 
 
KS:  Absolutely. I had to decide that I was going to step into that freedom and give 
up the fear that he wouldn’t respect me or he would think I was a whore or he would 
think that I wasn’t a good wife if I did the same thing that he felt free enough to do. 
That was hard. 
 
EE:  Yeah. So now the truth is sometimes people are going to find another partner -
- I mean maybe you're the best partner they're ever going to have, but I know 
situations where people -- they've got a rich bonding friendship and they may have 
sex but they actually have preferred sex with other partners. You've seen -- 
 
CS:  With other partners? 
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EE:  With other partners. They prefer having sex with other people than their 
primary partner. 
 
CS:  See, here's what happens. Your sex life as an individual, not simply your 
partner, just as you, as an individual, is solely and completely determined by your 
belief and freedom around your sexuality. It's not really -- see, there is no “best” out 
there. If you're completely open and completely free, then you will have mind-
blowing dynamic sexual connections with every single person. You attract them to 
your reality.  
 
That's what we're trying to get people understand is, see, the reason why we support 
open relating is not because that's what we believe in and we're against sexual 
exclusivity or other things. No, it's because when you're open you're going to attract 
and connect organically with all different types of people. What this is going to do is 
this is going to help you realize the beauty within your own sexuality. But if you're 
close to the experience of sex, then you're never going to realize that. The reality is 
many people are very fearful of sex. I mean speak for me as a man growing up, I've 
always been fearful of sex. 
 
EE:   Oh, really? 
 
CS:  I had a couple of times -- oh, yeah. Men are scared completely by sex. They're 
scared of women. They're scared of failure in the bed. They're scared not living up to 
the masculine paradigm, which is completely and totally incorrect in this culture 
today. There's so much pressure on men to perform sexually that has gone the other 
way. They've tried to suppress women and women's sexuality in order to feel 
superior and okay sexually themselves. That's what you see happening in the Middle 
East, right?  
 
EE:  Oh, yes. 
 
CS:  So what we're trying to explain to women is like, look, you are a goddess -- 
period. The goddess lives within you. She is a sexual goddess. She's a manifestation 
goddess. She's a mother. She's all these things. But if you don’t utilize her according 
to the law of use, then you're going to feel deficient. Then you're going to look for 
justification like, "Oh, am I the best? Well, I know I'm the best if he only sleeps with 
me." You're looking for that kind of indication, but that's a false indication. There is 
no best. There is just you having beautiful, dynamic, orgasmic sexual experiences 
with all your partners -- period. 
 
KS:  Yes! Whoo! 
 
EE:  Yes, yes! You just said something; I just lost it for a moment. I didn’t write it 
down because I was so entranced with what you were saying. You said... Oh, the 
“law of use.” Can you explain that? 
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KS:  Yes. The law of use is very simple and that's why women today will tell me as a 
woman, married 19 years, I'll talk to another married woman and she'll say, "Oh, I 
don’t think about other men, and I have a low libido. I just don’t want sex." 
 
EE:  Because she's not having enough, right? 
 
KS:  What? 
 
EE:  I said because she's not having enough.  
 
KS:  She's not utilizing the principle of her inner goddess.  
 
EE:  Right, use it or lose it. 
 
KS:  So of course, it's going to go away. If it stays with her, she will go insane. 
That's what bipolar is. She will go insane if it were to stay. The body protects us. The 
mind protects us. If we're not going to use one of our faculties, our erotic, joyful, 
orgasmic goddess, then she is going to extricate herself from our being and go into 
hiding.  
 
EE:  Well put. Thank you.  
 
KS:  And only come out when we have PMS, which is a complete bust, and when we 
are hormonal, which is a complete bust. All of those are indications that your 
goddess is in hiding and she's throwing stones whenever she has the opportunity to 
do so.  
 
EE:  Love it. Love it.  
 
KS:  Right? 
 
EE:  Good point. Oh, yeah, I totally agree. I totally agree. I think that's what 
happens with a lot of women that menopause just becomes an excuse oftentimes. I 
believe there are hormonal issues that are sort of a bag of chemicals, but a lot of 
women who have not been having a happy sex life kind of use menopause as an 
excuse to just check that off their list. 
 
KS:  And what is a happy sex life? For most people, they just don’t know. You see 
what I'm saying? They think that a happy sex life is getting married to one man, 
having sex with one man for the next 80 years. Well, what's it worth for? 
 
EE:  Yeah. I want to make sure we don’t forget to talk about the issue of having 
children at home. What do you share with your children? What do you discuss? Do 
you have rules about your polyamorous lifestyle? For example, I know of a couple 
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who have had an open marriage for decades and their rule when their kids were at 
home was that they would never bring a lover into their home under any 
circumstances. For them it was like not even to a party or whatever. So in this case, 
it meant that their current friends were off limits. That's clearly not the route that 
you're suggesting, but I'd like to know how you deal with children living at home and 
your polyamorous lifestyle. 
 
CS:  Basically, that example -- I mean what's the psychology behind letting 
somebody into your body but that person being unfit to be introduced to your 
children?  
 
EE:  Well, it's not that. I totally agree with that. But the question really is do your 
children know about your having sexual relations with other people? How did you 
bring that up with them if the answer is yes? How do you deal with this? How do 
they discuss it with their friends, their schoolmates and so forth? 
 
CS:  They know that their mother and father have other relationships, other friends, 
some of which are sexual, most of which are not. Their friends at school mostly 
probably do not know, but some do. The feedback I think is kind of mixed. The 
primary feedback from our children is that -- you know, we talk about sexuality and 
relationships very openly with our children. Their primary feedback is that most 
children don’t really understand sexuality. When you talk about our kids -- my oldest 
son is 15, my daughter is 13 and my youngest son is 9. They're saying that a lot of 
households suffer from separation and divorce. A lot of children have what they 
deem to be a fairly immature view on sex and sexuality and relationships and that 
they probably need somebody to talk to about it. We try to keep an open mind. 
Whenever our children approach us with a question, we answer that question. We 
tend not to hide things from them. We just don’t throw stuff on them, but we don’t 
hide who we are from our children. 
 
EE:  Okay. So you clearly have a very big perspective and a very holistic perspective 
on relationships including sexuality as just a component of that. I want to give you a 
chance to tell people how your coaching style is unique because you say it is and you 
can tell it is just from listening to you and how people can learn about your programs. 
Tell us a bit about what you offer and how people can learn more about it.  
 
KS:  Well, we offer so much, but the best thing that I think we offer, two things, is 
our coaching which a lot of couples really need. Going to a therapist, you're not 
going to get an alternative view. We offer love coaching that is dynamic and 
alternative and really creative. So most of our clients come to us from all over the 
world via our website, jujumama.com, and they really enjoy the coaching because 
it's so different from what they get from a traditional therapist. 
 
The other thing that we offer, that we really love, is our groups. That's where you 
can come in and meet other people who we call progressives. You can meet so many 
progressives who are married, sexually exclusive or open or gay or lesbian; people 
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who are living a progressive lifestyle who can talk to each other and we support each 
other. We have a lot of fun in our private groups. Everything is very private in our 
groups so that people can feel free. 
 
EE:  Now, these live groups, are these on the phone or on the web or what? 
 
KS:  Our live groups are on Facebook and they are private groups on Facebook. We 
have one for men only, one for women only and one for our coed group of 
progressives. But we also meet with that same group on the phone every Monday 
night with fresh class and fresh information and support.  
 
EE:  Okay. So if people want to find out about these groups and maybe explore and 
join the group, they go to jujumama.com. Is that right? 
 
CS:  Yeah, that's correct. That's our blog site. You can find on our blog information. 
We also have a store link on that site or you can go to jujumamastore.com to see 
our products and services directly. To join the community, you would go to 
memberships under services and memberships and you would sign up as extended 
or immediate, et cetera. 
 
EE:  Okay. I want to make sure, that's J-U-J-U-M-A-M-A-dot-com. Got that? Is that 
right? 
 
CS:  That's correct, yes.  
 
EE:  Okay. I want to thank you two so much. This has really been rich. This has 
been mind expanding which is just what I try to do on the show is expand people's 
perspective of what's possible in relationships and their sex lives. So thank you so 
much for being here.  
 
CS:  Yes. Thank you so much for having us. It was a really great interview. Thank 
you. 
 
EE:  It's been my pleasure. So if you'd like a transcript of this show or my other 
Extatica shows in VoiceAmerica and the links to Kenya and Carl Steven's website, 
visit extatica.com/show.  
 
This is Ellen Eatough in support of you having an erotic, ecstatic love life. 
 
We hope you've learned from and enjoyed the show today. Join us again for another 
stimulating hour of Extatica: The Way to an Erotic, Ecstatic Love Life with your host, 
Ellen Eatough, on the VoiceAmerica 7th Wave Channel. This week, enjoy the best sex 
of your life. 
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